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Radioactive Isotopes of the Rare Earths 

I. Experimental Techniques and Thulium Isotopes 

Geoffrey '\lilkinson and Harry G. Hicks 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 
University.of California, Berkeley, California 

Abstract 

December 14, 1948 

The experimental techniques_used in the chemical separation and identifica-

tion of radioactive isotopes of the rare earth elements are described. The 

isotopes are produced by bombardment of rare earth oxides with a-particles, 

deuterons and protons from the 60-inch Crocker Laboratory cyclotron, and also 

·by bombardment of t"'ntalum v!i th 200 Mev deuterons from the 184-inch cyclotron. 

The production and properties of three new thulium isotopes are described. 

Table I 

Isotope Decay Half-Life Energy of Radiation in rvrev . Produced by 
Particles Y-rays 

Tml66 Kp + e-Y 7·7~ _ _o.l hrs. 2.1 (p.) L,K x-rays Ho-a-3n 
0~24, •vl (.e-) 1.7 Er-p-n 

Tm167 Ke-( 9.6.:_0.1 days 0.21 (e-) L,K x-rays Ho-a-2n 
0.22, 0·95 Er-P-n 

Ta-d-5z,l6a 

Tml68 Ke-·( 85.:_ 2 ·d~s o.l6,o.5(e-) L,K x-rays Ho-a-n 
(j:i-?) 0.21,0.85 :Er-P-n 

Tm-n-2n 
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Geoffrey Wilkinson and Harry G. Hicks 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 
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I· Introduction 

UCRL 253 

The extreme diffj~ulty in achieving separation of the rare earth elements 

in a very pure state, has been overcome in recent years by hro main advances in 

experimental techniques. These have meant that not only macro, but tracer, 

amounts of rare earths can be reliably separated from each other in a few hours. 

gethods of separation based on multiple oxidation states of the .rare earth 

elements have been developed for europium, samarium, and other rare earths, 

particularly by McOoy(l) .and ~~rsh(2), using zinc and sodium amalgam reduction 

(1) F.. r. McCoy, J. Am. Ohern. Soc. 57, 1756 (1935); 59, 1131 (1937); 63, 3422 
( 1941) • 

(2) J. I{. Marsh, J. Chern. Soc. 398, 523 (1942). 

procedures, 1J'rhile the separation of rare earths by the use of columns of ion-

exchange resins has been developed in the Manhattan Project, and has been des

cribed in a comprehensive series of papers(3). 

(3) E. 
F. 
E. 

R· 
F. 
R. 

Tompkins, J. x. Khym, \f. E. Cohn, J. Am. Chern. Soc. 69, 2769 (1947). 
Spedding et al, J. Am· Ohern. Soc. 69, 2777, 2786, 2812 (1947)· 
Tompkins, s. w. Mayer, J. Am. Chem---. Soc. 69, 2859, 2866 (1947)· 

These procedures have given a great impetus to research on rare earth 

isotopes formed in fission of uranium and also by neutron capture(
4
). Little 

(4) E. R. Tompkins, J. X.·l{hym, \'1. E. Cohn, J. Am. Chern. Soc. 69, 2769 (1947)• 
J. A. Marinsky, L. E. Glendenin, c. D. Coryell, J. Am. Ohe~ Soc. 69, 2781 
(1947). 
D. H. Harris, E. 3. Tompkins, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 69, 2792 (1947)· 
B. H. Ketelle, G. E. Boyd, J. Am. Chern. Soc. ~,:2800 (1947)· 
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l'J. E. Cohn, G. 11. Parker, E. R· Tompkins, }Tucleonics 2_, Fo. 5, 22 (1943). 

work, ho11rever, has been done on neutron deficient isotopes formed by proton, 

deuteron and a-particle bombardment of the rare earths. A systematic study has, 

therefore, been undertaken to remedy this deficiency in the knowledge of such 

isotopes, and further, to allow interpretation of the results of high energy 

particle bombardments of elements above the rare earths using the 134-inch 

cyclotron. In a prev ous note(5), a list of new rare earth activities and their 

(5) G. \filkinson and H. G. Hicks, Phys. Rev. 74, 1733 (1948). 

properties was given; the present paper describes the experimental procedures 

used, and the properties of the ne~" thulium activities. 

II· Experimental 

A. Bombardments 

'fuere comparatively large quantities of material were available, hundred 

milligram amounts of rare earth oxide 1.•Tere spread on a ridged copper target 

plate, 1rrhich was then covered with 0.2 mil tantalum foil. In all other cases, 

ten to hrenty milligram samples of the oxides 111ere bombarded on interceptor 

targets nlaced in the beam of the 60-inch Crocker Laboratory cyclotron. The 

finely pov-rdered oxide 1r1as spread evenly on a small nlatinum tray 'IJIJi th a grooved 

inner surface, ~~:hich \'las silver soldered to a water-cooled copper holder. The 

oxide layer \lfas \lfetted, and a fe,.., drops of dilute sodium silicate solution 

dropped on top of it. After evaporation and drying under an infrared heat lamp, 

the oxide was very firmly bound in an even layer. Targets so prepared have 

t·li thstood over a hundred microampere-hours of 20 l-Ie'' deuterons Hi thout loss. 

The targets ,,<~ere covered ,,.,i th 0.2 mil tantalum foil as additional protection. 

Bombardments of rare earth oxides have been made with 33 Mev a-particles, 

19 Mev deuterons and 10 Hev protons from the 60-inch Crocker Laboratory cyclo-
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tron; runs \•Ji th low energy a-particles \,rere made by placing suitable thicknesses 

of tantalum foil over the intercentor target. Tantalum, as the metal foil, was 

bombarded 1:rith 200 Mev deuterons from the 184-inch cyclotron. 

B. Chemical Separations 

.After bombardment, the rare earth oxide 1.-ras dissolved in nitric acid, and 

insoluble matter removed by centrifugation. Carriers for contaminating activiti~ 

likely to be formed fnm the target materials - copper, tantalum, platinum, 

sodium silicate, etc., - ;.rere added, and the rare earth fluoride precipitated 

from hot 2~ nitric acid solution by addition of hydrofluoric acid. The washed 

fluoride 'Has dissolved in a mixture of concentrated nitric acid and saturated 

boric acid; from this solution, the rare earth hydroxide was precipitated by 

addition of ammonium hydroxide. The washect hydroxid.e •,ras dissolved in nitric 

acid and a further. fluoride preci~itation made as before. Three or four such 

cycles were ma&e, after 'tlhich, the hydroxide was dissolved in a minimum of hydro

chloric acid and the solution accurately adjusted to a kno~tm volume. .Alia_uots 

of this solution \1!ere taken for &irect measurement of radioactivities, for 

chemical separa.tion of the individual rare earth elements, and for estimation of 

the chemical yield of the bombarded oxide. :rtare earths \•Tere determinect for 

chemical yield measurement, by the precipitation of oxalate, followed by ignition 

to the oxide, and \'leighing. 

The tantalum, after bombardment with 200 Mev deuterons, Has dissolved in the 

minimum of nitric and hydrofluoric acids. To the boiling solution ~Jras added 

boric acid, to complex the fluoride, follo\~Jed by cerium III solution as a 

carrier for the rare earth activities. After dilution, excess hydrofluoric acid 

1.ms added to l)recipitate cerium III flucride. The cerium 1.-1as purified by 

hydroxide- fluoride cycles as above. To the final solution in strong nitric 

acid \vas added a small r:_uantity of lanthanum (ca. o.l mg.), and. the cerium 

oxidized to the IV oxidation state by addition of sodium bismuthate. The cerium 
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was then removed by precipitation of cerium IV phosphate from 3£ nitric acid 

solution. The lanthanum with the rare earth activities was recovered as the 

fluoride \'lhich was then converted to the chloride for subsequent separations on 

the ion-exchange columns. 

C. Chemical Separation of the Rare 3nrth Elements 

Chemical separation of the individual rare earth elements 1:1as made by ion-:-

exchange resin columns, or for europium, b;:r an amalgam reci_uction method. The 

principle of column separation involves first the adsorntion of the rare earth 

ions in dilute acid solution on a small quantity of ion-exchange resin. This 

resin is then !Jlaced at the top of a resin column, through ,.,rhich is then passed 

a solution of a complexing agent for the rare earths, e.g., ammonium citrate. 

The rare earths are eluted under strictly controlled conditions and pass through 

the column at various rates; lutecium is the first to appear in the eluate, 

followed in succession by ytterbium, thulium, erbium, etc. 

In preliminary experiments to determine the characteristics of column 

separations and optimum separation conditions for the rare earths, both inactive 

rare earths in milligram amounts, and y9l radioactive tracer vrere used. The 

former were determined spectroscopically( 6) and the y9l determined by its radio-

(6) Spectroscopic analyses of the rare earths \•rere made in this laboratory by 
Hr. J. Comay and Nr. M. Hoore, to \IThom \1e are greatly indebted for their 
assistance. 

activity. 

1. Preparation of the Column 

All colum11 separations 1·rere made using Do,·rex-50 ( 7), an aroma tic hydro-

(7) ~·!. C. Bauman, I:'.'d. En;;. Chern. 28_, 46 ( 1946) . 
~"[. C. Baumfln 8.n':'. J ., z:. dl110rn, J. .~. Ch em. Soc. §_,~! 2830 ( 194 7) . 

carbon nolymer containi.ng ma:J.Y nuclenr sulfonic o.Cld grou~1s. The resin used was 
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the colloidal agglomerates, Batch 1989U.1 supplied as the sodium form. The am-

mmonium form of the resin '"as prepared by stirring t1fi th saturated ammonium chlo-

ride solution; excess ammonium chloride was removed by \'lashing 'l:ri th water. The 

resin \vas gr;;t.ded to have a settling time of less than five minutes for five centi-

meters in \•rate:r at room temperature. The length of the :oreliminary resin column 

,,ras 50 ~r:1., N:.Vh a d:1.a.meter of 0,4 em., but tn subseq_ilent runs, it \l'as found 

that 20 em. x 0.4 em. and 20 em. x 1.0 em. co:!.u.mns gave e.d~q'-'.ate separation. 

2. Adso:;.·ptlon o~' Rare Earths on Resin 

The rare earth solution in hydrochlori.G acio_ was 3.djusted to give a -pH 

between 0.5 and 1.5, the io!'l.ic strength being brpt nt a m:'..nimun; this solution 

"'<-l.S then agitated with about 0.2 ml. of resin ad.cled in t•,·HJ or three successive 

portions. The solution and resin \·rere agitated at about 70°0, but '"ere not 

allowed to stand in contact for me-re than 15 minutes. This prevents diffusion 

of ions into the inte:rior of the agglomc-rates, and su:bsequ.ent slow elution with 

poor separations. 

3· Operation of the Column 

The resin, \1i th the rare earth adsorbed on it, ''fas transferred to the 

top of the resin coluiiL."l, anc~ '·~he elnting agent }Jassed through. IJhe eluting 

agent used vras a 0.25~ solution d C.?. citric o.c:lcl.; accurately adjusted to pH 

3·05 \vith ammonium hydroxide. C.ctre was taken to approach this value from the 

acid side, so that readjustment '!;Ji th acid \'las not necessary, since it is impor-

tant for good separations to keep the ionic str~ngth at a minimum. The flow rate 

v'las approx:.ma tely 0.03 millili ts:c :per square ceatLneter cclu.mn area per minute; 

'"i th the columns used, of diaJ"'l€-~"'r o.4 em., and ,,d. th a drop size of about 0.03 ml., 

this flo,,.r ra t.e cr>rr esponderl to o~1e c-ro-p in 3- 5 .... 4 r,Ji 'lUtes. 
• po • 

place succe€du:::; tubes e.nc_r;:r th:;; co~':.1mn. Sa:':ll;l.'lS -,ure norirn.:l:r collected for 
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15 minutes. In runs with active materials, ~liquets ware taken with micro

pipettes and evaporated on stainless steel discs for counting. Aliquots 11rere 

also taken for spectroscopic anelysis of macro amounts of rare earths present. 

The amount of rare earth, determined either spectroscopically or by activity 

measurements, was then plotted against the sample number. This allows estima

tion of the degree of separation achieved. In all column runs, samples collacted 

before the elution of one ltfree column volume 11 were disregarded. After comple

tion of a column run, any residual activity or rare earth was stripped from the 

column with 0.25~ ammonium citrate of pH 7 as eluting agent. After thoroughly 

\'lashing 11ri th water, the column was again ready for use. 

After separation on the column, the r9-re earths 111ere recovered by evaporA.

tion of the citrate solution with nitric and perchloric acids with subsequent 

ignition. The rare earth residue w~s then extracted with nitric acid and the 

hydroxide preci:oi tated ~~Ti th A.mmonium hydroxide. If the solution contained only 

tracer ar.'iOunts, a small amount of lanthc'Ulum 1.<m.s aCl.ded as a carrier. 

In addition to strict control of the conditions mentioned above, it is also 

important for successful separations, that the capacity of the resin for adsorp

tion of rare earth ions is not exceeded. Fbr the columns described, the a~xi~um 

capacity corras~onds to approximately 10 mg. and 100 mg. of rare earth oxide, 

respectively. 1.lhere the starting materials contained significant amounts of 

other rare eartl;l impurities, [l.nd purification '1-Jas necessary before bombardment, 

a ln":'fP!' column, which had a co.paci ty for abo·~ t l g~. rare earth oxide \1as used. 

The; arEa of the column and tb 3 c, ·op rr:t te were scaled up from the values used in 

the o.l.~ em. and 1.0 em. din.r:1e">cr c.olumn runs, the amount of citr.<tte flo\rlng 

through u.ni t cross sectional area of resin being kept constant. The progress of 

any particular inactive rare earth through th8 column could be checked by using 

radioactive tracer for a neighboring heavier rn.re earth. After elution of the 

active tracer, the sample numbers of the desired inactive rare earth 'v-ere esti-
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mated by comparison with the standard elution curve (Fig. I). Alio.uots of the 

sA.r.lples were then examined spectroscopically to r.llo\'1 the pure rnre eru"th frA.c.;.. 

tions to be isolnted • 

4. Results of Column Separations 

In Fig. I is shown the "standard elution curven obtained \'Jith innctiv~.: 

m.1.teria.ls and y9l tracer. It should be noted that \·Thile the luteciuo and ytter

biun are very close together, samples from the penks of these curves ~1-VB no 

detectable lines of ench other or of other rare earths in their spectra. Thus 

snmples of these neighboring elements can be obtained in which the 

separation factor is at least a thousand. 

A tYPical column run on a bombarded sample is shown in Fig. II, \·rhere the 

broken line shO\'IS the distribution of rA.dioactivity produced by 38 Hev alpha

particle bombardment of holniuo oxide. The solid lines sho~" the distribution 

of inactive carriers of lutecium, ytterbium, erbium and dysprosium, added as 

references, r~.nd determined spectrogrA.:phically. 

A further e.xe.mple of a column separation is shown in Fig. III, '"here the 

rare earths are present in tracer ouanti ties only. In such cases, separation 

is generally cleA.ner .qnd there is less "tailing" of the pen.ks, than ~tThere nncro 

~mounts of rare earths are separated. The activities sho\m in Fig. III 111ere 

spnlln.tion products, obtained by the bombardment of tantalum 11rith 200 Iv!ev deu

terons from the 184-inch cyclotron. Lanthanum was used as 11. carrier for the 

radioisotopes. A study of the radiation characteristics and decays of the pan.k 

samples has shown no evidence of contanination. 

D. Separation of Europium 

EUropium has been purified prior to, and r0covered after bombardment by a 

modification of McCoy's method(l). The europium in 6£_ hydrochloric r>.cid solu

tion w~s reduced to the divalent state by boiling with zinc amalgam. Bnre earths 

other thnn europium \ntere precipitated by carbona tc-free :=tmonia using cerium :1s 
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a carrier. After centrifuging, the supernatant solution was vlithdrm·m, the 

europium oxidized by ozone, and then precipi tn.ted by ammonia. The procedure 

was repeated \•Tith both fractions to ensure complete separation. 

E. RD.dioactive Measurements 

Measurements \'rere llk":1:de \1Tith "end-on" type Geiger-Muller counters vJhich had 

3 mg/cm2 nica windows, ::t.'ld ,,,,ere filled with 10 em. argon and 0.5 em. alcohol; 

variations in counter efficien~J were corrected for by use of a ux2 reference. 

A "magnetic counter 11 \lras also used, 'vlrhich ena.bled recognition of positive nnd 

negative electrons and provided a check on data obtained from absorption measure-

ments. 

Radiation characteristics of active isotopes ;.rere determined by beryllium, 

aluminum, and lead absorption measurements. Electron and soft electronagnetic 

radiations 'VTere resolved by the technique of differential absorption in aluminum 

( 8) 
and beryllium • The ranges of electrons reported have been taken as the total 

(8) G. iiilkinson, Phys. Rev. (to be published). 

absorber thickness required for renovn.l, i.e., added absorbers plus counter 

window, air gap, etc. Energies of electrons obtained by aluminun absorption 

measurements. and by the magnetic counte~ have been checked using the p- radia-

. 32 99 tion of P and the conversion electron of Tc as references. 

In Y -ray absorptions, lead screens up to 45 g/ cn2 \·rere used, with a beryl-

lium absorber, sufficient to remove all secondary electrons, placed directly 

below the counter \1Tindo'vlr. Measurements 'ftrere taken on a counter tube 'viTi thout the 

us~~l lead housing, as scattering in the latter has been found to give high 

values for the absorption hr>.lf-thickness of hard Y- radiation. 

Samples for counting \•rere mounted on glass microscope cover slides. \!here 

minimum backscattering was required, as in measurements of ratios of electrons 

and electron-1.gnetic radiation, samples ;-mre mounted on very thin mica. 
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For quantitative measurements, the counter geometries \1ere calibrated by 

use of a weighed uranium (UX2) standard. 

The ratios of the various electron and electromagnetic radiations of the 

isotopes studied have been calculated in order to allo\·r an estimate of the 

disintegration schemes, with the object of calc~la t:tng yields of the isotopes in 
J 

various reactions. Counting efficiencies of 1 x-radiation in the counters used 

\'Tere calculated from the absor:pti.on in the gas; for Y-ra.din. tion fron 20 Kev to 

0.4 Mev a counting efficiency of 0. 5 percent 1-tas assumed, \;ri th Rn increase of 

1 percent per Mev thereafter. Corrections we~e also made for loss of ~rays by 

the Auger effect. In the region studied, fluorescence yields of 0.8 and 0.5 

were assumed for K and L x-radiations respectively. It is, of course, realized 

that such ratios, and absolute cross section~~~y be in considerable error due 

to the uncertainties involved. The relative cross sections of the same isotope 

formed in various reactions are of more value. Beam intensities were taken from 

the cyclotron instruments. 

II I. Thul j_un I so topes 

In the bombardment of holmium, •;rhich has a single isotope Ho
165, \•li th 38 

Mev, 30 Hev and 20 Mev alpha-particles, three radioactive thuliun isotopes •.11ere 

produced. These \l'ere allocn.ted to masses 166, 167 and 168 on the basis of the 

yields at various energies of the bombarding alpha-particles. The isotopes have 

been also produced and the n~ss assignments checked by proton bonbardnents of 

erbium. The chemicP-1 identity of the isotopes \lias est~J.blished by column separa-

tions ( cf. Fig. II). 

The holmitm oxide used for bombardment ;·m.s prepared by Dr. J. K. Marsh, 

Ox.ford University, Englnnd, and \1as supplied by Johnson, f.l!atthey Co., London, as 

"Specpure 11 brand, ln.borntory nunber 1031. Analysis sho'<Jed this oxide to contain 

about 15 percent dysprosium oxide and about 5 percent yttrium oxide. 

The erbiUD used 1,m.s Johnson, Matthey and Hilger, "H.S." br:1.nd, l.9.born.tory 
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nunber 1755, prep;'U'ed by Dr. J. K. Mn.rsh. Spectrographic o.nalysis gave .vQ.2 

percent yttriun and ytterbium inpurities. 

Initially the impure oxides were bombarded and the r~re earths separated by 

the column method; in subsequent bombardments the recovered pure rrtre earths 

were used. 

A. 166 7. 7-hour Tm 

The radiations of this isotope consist of positrons, sever~l energies of 

negative electrons, K x-radiation and very hard Y-radi~tion, all of which decay 

with the same half-life, the best value for which is 7·7! 0.1 hours. The gross 

decay of the isotope produced by 38 Hev alpha-particles on holmium was followed 

through eight half-lives. 

Examination of the isotope on the ~gnetic counter showed unequivocally 

tlmt positrons \'!ere present. Fig. IV, Curve A shows the measured distribution, 

\1i th end point corresponding to 2.1 Mev maximum energy and with a mean energy of 

0.6 Mev. The decay of the posi trans (Fig. v, Curve C) 1.>ras follo'ltred on the mag-

netic counter through six half-lives in both Ho + a and ~ + p bombardments. 

On the 11 neg11.tive sweepn of the magnetic counter, t,,,,o groups of negative 

electrons \>Jere observed, (Fig. IV, Curve B) both of which decayed \-.ri th the SRme 

half-life. While the lower energy peak probably represents n single conversion 

electron, the second group of harder electrons has a much broader distribution 

of energies, and may be a mixture of several conversion electrons which the 

sinple instrument used is incapable of resolving. The Maximun energy of this 

group corresponds to 1 Hev '"'hile the average is at ""0.5 Mev. 

The aluminum absorption of an infinitely thin sample is shown in Fig. VI. 

The electromgnetic background was deterr.lined after removal of all electrons by 

a 14oO mgfcm2 beryllium absorber. No. L x-radiation was observed here, although 

a direct beryllium absorption of the 7·7-hour ac'tivity suggests this to be pre

sent. The nbsorption curves sho'I'T electrons of ranges 70 mg/cm2 and:\1960 ng/cm2 
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aluminun, corresponding respectively to 0.24 and 2 Hev; the harder radiation is 

a complex mixture of positive and negative electrons. Lead absorption of the 

electromagnetic radiations (Fig. VII), sho'\o'S t1;1o coMponents of half-thicknesses 

80 rng/cm2 and 14.3 .:. 0.2 g/cm2. ~e energy of the farner, 60 Kev, agrees ,,,ell 

with the value for erbium K x-radiation. 

' An approxinn.te ratio of positive to negative electrons "'as obtained by 

measuring the area under the curves (Fig. IV) from the magnetic counter. The 

ratio of both the soft and hard groups of electrons to the gross electromagnetic 

radiation was obtained from aluminum absorption measurements, the usQ~l correc-

tiona being ~~de for absorption of electrons in the counter window, etc. From 

the various measurements, the following ratios, necessarily approximate in vie\"t 

of the several corrections and uncertainties involved, '\oTere obtained. 

\•There e1 and e2 are respectively the soft and hard electron intensities. The 

very complex radiations can be attributed to orbital electron capture in thulium, 

leading to excited or netn.st<t.ble levels of the daughter nucleus. Electrons arise 

from converted 'f-ray tral'!si tions between the various levels or bet'ltreen these 

and the ground state; Positron emission m~y go to ~ excited level of the daugh-

ter nucleus or to the ground state. Since the ratio of electrons to K x-radiation 

is only ~~0.05, approximately 95 percent of the K x-rays measured must arise from 

orbital electron capture, and it is assumed that 0.95 K qQqnta represent one 

disintegration. Thus, the branching ratio for disintegration by positron emission 

is around o.5 percent. 

The cross sections for formation of the 7·7-hour isotope Here calculated 

from the intensity of K x-r.ctdi"l.tion, with the above assUillJ!tions for counting 

efficiencies and quanta per disintegration. The K :xr-radiation \1fi'.S measured for 

weighed samples of unseparated bombarded pure holmium, since no activities other 

than those of the thulium isotopes 1t1ere observed. It is possible, ho\•Jever, to 
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determine the specific activity by integrating the counts of the thulium peak 

in the column separation of a known q_uan tity of bombarded holmium. This method 

is of general application for calculation of cross sections where activities of 

two or nore elements are present, e.g., in the r~re earth fraction of spallation 

:rroducts from tn.ntnlum 11Ti th high energy particles, or in deuteron bombardments 

of rare earths. 

E. g.6-day Tm167 

After decay of the 7. 7-hour isotope from both Ho + a and Er + p bombard

ments, ·"1. residu.:ll nctivi ty consisting of g.6-d...-:-.y and long-lived components W".S 

observed in the thulium fraction. The half-life of the shorter-lived isotope 

obtained from Ho + tt bombardnents is g.6 .:!:. 0.1 days; the gross decay 1•!as fol

lowed through ten, andY-radiation, through nine half-lives. The samples were 

studied on the magnetic counter, no positrons being observed. The Qluminum 

absorption curve of an infinitely thin, column separated snmple of the g.6-day 

activity from Ho + a bombardment is shown in Fig. IX. The electrons have a 

range of 52 .:!:. 2 mgf.cm2 aluminu.n, corresponding to 0.21 I•Iev energy. The electro

magnetic radiation consists of four components of half--thicknesses 7·5 mg/cm2 

aluminum, 80 mgfcn2 lead, 770 .:!:. 20 ng/cm2 lead nnd 9.6 g/cn2 lead, corresponding 

respectively to energies of 6 Kev, 60 Kev, 220 Kev and 0-95 Mev. The two soft 

radintions ngree \".re11 \·dth the energies of erbiun Land K x-r!'1.diations. The 

lend absorption curve is shown in Fig. x. 

From absorption neasurements, making correctio~s for absorption of electrons 

ir;. counter \·rindo'"' etc., for col.Lnting efficiencies of electron".gnetic rndi~tion 

'lnd for loss of x-r<J.ys by Auger effect, the follo,.,ing rqtios ,,.!ere obtr~.ined: 

electrons:L x-ra;rs:K X-:>:''lys;220 Kev Y:0·95 r.~ev '( ""0-3~0.2:1:0.1:0.01. 

Assuming th~ct K x.-r;l.::lirttjon arises from production of the conversion elec-

trons, then 0.7 K x-r'1y qun.ntn. probn.bly represent one disii).tegr'1.tion by orbitn.l 

electron capture. This figure has been '\ssuned in the C::tlcub. tion of cross 
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sections for prod1~ction of the isotope. 

The isotope has also been produced by the bonbardnent of tantalum with 200 

Nev deuterons from the 184-inch cyclotron. The measured radiation characteris-

tics lf!ere identical vri th those described above. The reo.ction producing the 

isotope is designated Ta-d-5zl6o.. 

C. 85-day Tn168 

After decay of the 9·6-day isotope, a small residuo.l ~ctivity of long-life 

\'las found in the colurrn separated thuliun fr~.ctions from the Ho + a bonbnrdmen ts 

~t 38 Mev. A more active sample v~s obt~ined from a 54 nicroampere-hour bombard-

ment of 80 mg. of pure holnium with 19 Jl.~ev alpha-particles. The decay of elec-

tron and electromagnetic radiations of the isotope have been followed through 

tb.ree half-lives to give a value of 85 + 2 days. The .,,luninum absorption curve 

(Fig. XI) shows electrons of ranges 29 TJg/cm2 (0.16 Hev) and 150 mg/crn2 (0.5 Iviev) .. 

The soft electromagnetic radiation corresponding to L x-ray energies w~.s de-

terTJined after removal of electrons by beryllium. The lead absorption (Fig. XII) 

of hard radiation sho\'lS components of hnlf-thicknesses 77 .:!:. 3 mg/ cri (49 Kev), 

rv750. mg/cm
2 

(0.21 l"iev) and 8.8 g/cm2 (0.85 Iv!ev). The first of these corres-

ponds v1ell ~~i th the value for dysprosium K x-ro.dic.tion. Tll.e ratios obtained 

for the r;,ciiations after the vnrious corrections for counting efficiency, etc. 

had been made were: 

0.16 l-1ev e-:0.5 Mev e :1 x-rays:K x-rays:0.21 I<iev Y-ro.y:0.85 Mev '(-ray= 

0.15:0-02:0.2:1:0.2:0.8. 

The energy of the· soft electrons agrees well \'lith th:1.t to be expected for K shell 

cor-.version of the 0.21 Mev Y-ray. ~e conversion coefficient is ,.,;0:8. Assuming 

that 1i. x--r'l.y~ ari.se ::i:'ron corverslon, th0n "·' o. 75 of the observeC!. K-r::\diation may 

be cJns::de::cd to represent one disintegro..tion by orbital electrcn capture. The 

<:ross sec tiorn for production of the isotope hFLve been calculated 'lCCordingly_. 

S. th 0'5 d . 1 ' d t ltS , . b"l' t f b h' 1nce e o- ny actLvity is ~1 ocace o Tm , tne poss1 1 1 yo p- ranc 1ng 
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exists, ~nd the 0.5 Mev electrons observed r.r-J.y be p- radiation. With the pre-

vious 1'\ssumptions reg.qrding K x-r::1.ys, .'lbout 2 percent of the disintegn.tions 

1rrould, then, proceed by ~- et1i ssi on. 

The 85-day isotope has been also observed in bonbardments of erbium t'lfi th 

10 liev protons and thulium \'lith fast neutrons. In both Ct:'.ses, the 127-dn.y Tm17° 

is also forr:10d. The latter is re:rorted to have no Y-r::tdiation, and the 

:x: nnd '(-rndiation observed in the th11lium frr.ction decays 'tfrith a half-life of 

85 days. The 'lllocn.tion to mass 168 on the basis of reaction yields is thus 

confirmed. 

D. Discussion 

In Table II 'lre given the cross sections for production of the three 

thulium isotopes by 9.lph.':1.-pn.rticle boTJb:wdmer.t of holniun at vn.rious energies. 

The n.bsolute values of the cross sections f.ln.y be in considern.ble error in vim·J 

of the various n.ssumptions which hnd to be r.>:'lde. The relative yields of the 

isotopes at various energies nre signif·~cant, ho'JJever, and nllo1.; allocation of 

the 7·7-hour, 9.6-day <"'.ncl. 85-day activities to mn.sses 166, 167 m1d 165 respec-

tively on the bn.sis of ~,3~, ~, _ _fn ,qnd. fL~.~- rea~'::ions. 

Lct~vity n1ergy of a-particles in Mev i'r J Oil. ble Pro bqhJ.e 
38 30 19 Reac tio_n _____ I _so ";oyr-, ____ _ 

I.:.."?_h.9_u~_s __ ~-·-l ___ -=5'-xl0_ .. _·4 ________ I~?-.CL_Jn, _______ T_r}66 

:{.:·-a. -2n 
1 • .-, m ~u~ 

..!.r:i 2 · s. _9:0~~--L~! o··J o .1 ------- -----------.. ·---------
85 c:ays lo-4 

Ho-Or-n 

,rr 
'Ble al"1.0C'ltion of the 7·7-hour positron-enitting isotope to S:;:;;.,~o is in 

rg~P0JA~~ w:t~ observations thn.t for elemente cf cdd atomic nu~bsr 5 on:y isotopes 

of cv·3~: m.::.ss nuTJber are positron :1cti ve, and then only ;-;hen the rr. tio of neutrons 

to protons is equal to or less thr1.n 1.4. 
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The yields of the three isotopes in Er + p bomh~rdnents ~re in ~greenent 

\vith the above A-llocations. Correcting the observed yields for isotopic n.bun-

dnnces of the erbiun isotopes, the isotopic cross sections for ':'.11 three c~ses, 

-2 
~ssuning ~reaction, Rre close to 2 x 10 bnrns. 

Yo evidence of thuliun activities h~lf-lives shorter thnn those reported 

w~s seen in Ho + a, Er • p .~d Tb + n bombardments; 11n unper limit for h~lf-

life of shorter-lived isotopes, fr·)rn measurenents on non-colurnn-sepnr.c~.ted 

nnterials is about 15 minutes. 
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Legends for Figures 

Standard rare earth elution 

50 .x o.4 em~ Dowe.:x:-50 column. FloH rate o.08 ml/cm2/min. Sampling 
time 15 minutes; eluate volume in milliteres is 0.282 .x sample number. 
y91 was measureo. by its radioactivity, other rare earths spectroscopi
cally. Terbium is estimated since the cyanogen bands obscure the 
terbium lines. Eluting agent is citric a.cid adjusted to pH 3.05 with 
ammonium hydroxide. 

Column separation of thulium activities from Ho + a bombardment 

Column separation of spallation products from 200 Mev deuteron bombard
ment of tantalum. 

Hagnetic co~ter distribution of posi trans (A) and electrons (l3) of 
7·7-hour Tmlo6 from Ho +a bombardment. 

Decay of 7·7-hour Tm 166 

167 166 9·6-day Tm backgrou~d (A) and 7·7-hour Tm gross decay from 
Ho +a. 7·7-hour Tm16o positron decay (C) from Er + p measured on 
magnetic counter. 

Fig. VI Aluminium absorption of 7·7-hour Tml66 from Ho +a 

K .x-ray andY-ray background (A), positrons and hard electrons (B), 
and soft electrons (C). 

Fig. VII Lead absorption of 7·7-hour Tml66 from Ho +a 

Hard ,Y -radiation (A) and K .x-rays (l3). 

Fig. VIII Decay of 85-day Tm
168

(A) arid 9.6-day Tm167 (B) from Ho + a 

Fig. IX ~mgnetic counter distribution of negative electrons of 9.6-day Tml67. 

Fig. X Aluminum absorption of 9·6-day Tm167 from Ho +a 

K .x-ray and Y -ray background (A), electrons (B) and L x-rays (C) • 

Fig. XI Lead absorption of 9.6-day Tm167 from Ho + a 

0.95 i4evY-ray (A), 0.22 MevY-ray (B) and K x-rays (C). 

Fig. XII Aluminum absorption of 85-day Tm168 from Ho + a 

K .x-ray and Y-ray background (A), hard electrons (B), soft electrons 
(C) and L .x-rays (D). 

Fig. XIII Lead absorption of 85-day Tm168 from Ho + a 

0.85 Hev Y-ray (A), 0.21 Mev Y-ray (l3) and K x-rays (C). 
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